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A participant poses with his cat Burny, a British longhair breed during
Vietnam’s first national cat show in Hanoi amid concerns of the COVID-19 coro-
navirus outbreak. — AFP photos

Vietnam, where cats are viewed by some as
food, hosted its first ever cat show yester-
day, gathering around 60 pedigree cats with

feisty stage names such as Angry Alice, Di Maria
The Great and Timosa Sumo. The show, run by the
World Cat Federation, the world’s largest federation
for cats, featured a dozen different breeds. Event
organizer Nguyen Xuan Son said the aim was to
make people see that cats are worthy of love. “We
also want to form a national playground for pet
owners to practice and gain experience before
competing in international shows,” Son added.

The capital, Hanoi, introduced a ban on eating
cats in 2018 but it is still allowed elsewhere. “In a
country where cats are still served as foods and
stray cats being mistreated are popular, the event

is a chance to raise awareness among people,”
said Nguyen Dieu Hong, one of the attendees.
“Cat is not a sign of bad luck as many Vietnamese
think and should be filled with love.” Over the
course of a day, judges poked and prodded the
animals, felt their fur, stroked their tails, looked at
their teeth and tested their agility.

Seven cats won “best of class” awards and
one, Timosa Sumo, won the heart not just of
judges but of the public, which applauded him
enthusiastically. The blueish grey cat is of
Scottish Fold breed, but owner Dinh Chau Hieu
Tam said it was not just his beauty that made him
a crowd favourite. “He spreads the love to every-
one,” Tam said. “He is my furry son. I just love him
and am proud of him so much.”— Reuters

A participant wearing a protective facemask combs her cat Winter Sonata, a
Persian breed.

A judge holds a cat.

A judge holds a cat during Vietnam’s first national cat show.

A participant carries his cat during Vietnam’s first national cat show.A judge holds Diamond, a blue British shorthair cat.A participant poses with her cat Uslada, a British shorthair breed.

A participant wearing a protective facemask carries
her cat Mochi, a highland fold breed.

Olly Murs’ waxwork is the most-kissed figure at Madame Tussauds. The
‘Heart Skips a Beat’ singer gets a kiss from three in four visitors at the
attraction in Blackpool.  In fact, a dedicated member of staff has been

tasked with keeping his likeness clean and also topping-up his make-up twice
a day. Make-up artist Emma Meehan said: “It’s really hard to keep Olly clean,
which is why I’m looking after him almost full-time at the moment. “All our wax
figures have their hair and make-up done regularly to keep them looking their
best, but with Olly I’m having to clean off lip gloss every hour. “His make-up
needs re-doing and his hair needs restyling all of the time, too. He’s such a
popular wax figure because he is a cheeky chap in real life and very hand-
some.” Superfan Taylor Nicole recently visited the attraction to give Olly a
smooch.She said: “The opportunity to kiss the next-best-thing was a dream
come true.”

Parasite” director Bong Joon-ho was greeted with cheers and applause
as he returned to South Korea yesterday after his historic four-Oscar
win. About 300 reporters and fans were waiting to greet Bong as he

arrived at the Incheon International Airport. “Thank you for the applause, I
would like send a round of applause back to you all for coping so well with
the coronavirus,” Bong said. “I will join the effort to overcome the corona by
washing my hands diligently. Happy to be home.” “Parasite” became the first
foreign-language film to win best picture in the 92-year history of the
Academy Awards on Feb 9.

It won a total of four Oscars, including best director and original screen-
play for Bong Joon-ho and best international feature film. The film is a tale of
two South Korean families - the wealthy Parks and the poor Kims - that mir-
rors the deepening disparities in Asia’s fourth-largest economy and has
struck a chord with global audiences. Koreans have been celebrating for the
past week. Local cinemas and TV channels began a rerun of the film, as well
as showing Bong’s other films including “Snowpiercer” and “Memories of
Murder.” Bong and the cast of “Parasite” are scheduled to hold a press con-
ference on Wednesday.  — Reuters

Bizarre news 

Half of British adults take their mobile phones with
them to the toilet, according to a new poll. A fur-
ther 16% admitted taking their tablet with them

for company, while 4% are accompanied by a games
console.  People in London, Leeds, Belfast and
Birmingham were most likely to take their phones to the
loo, while those in Nottingham and Norwich were most
likely to stay offline. Dan Simson, the head of Direct
Line Home Insurance, said: “As a nation we are so
addicted to our mobile devices that we even take them
to the toilet. “Alongside the health risk of using these
devices on the lavatory, taking them to the bathroom
will be costly if they are dropped down the toilet or
into the sink.” The poll also found that 40% of respon-
dents have accidentally dropped an item down the toi-
let or sink - with mobile phones and jewelry the most
common items. — BangShowbiz

Amusic fan has been
reunited with a cassette
she lost on holiday 25

years ago after spotting it at an
exhibition. Stella Wedell was 12
when she took the tape on hol-
iday to Spain. It washed up on
a beach thousands of miles
away and was spotted by artist
Mandy Barker, who had the
tape restored by an expert at
Plymouth university and
included it in her exhibition.
Mandy said: “It was an out-
standing chance for Stella to
walk into my exhibition and
recognize her tape.” Stella, from Germany, admitted that seeing the exhibit - the tape
and a playlist - rang a bell with her. She explained: “When I was reading the tracklist,
it seemed very familiar to me. I always made tapes from my CDs at this time to listen
to them with my Walkman, especially for holidays. “I took a picture of it and com-
pared it with the original CD, which I still have - and it was exactly the same tracklist,
but starting with track three. I remember that I didn’t like the first two songs on the
CD because I felt they were too old so I wouldn’t have included them when I record-
ed the tape.”

South Korean director Bong Joon-ho (center right) walks past the media upon his
arrival at Incheon airport, west of Seoul, yesterday after his film Parasite won the
Oscar for Best Picture. — AFP


